Many options exist in North Dakota and beyond for continuing your education after UTTC. Reach out to Intertribal Research and Resource Center staff and we will help you navigate your way through.

abahnson@uttc.edu | https://uttc.edu/irrc/

Environmental Science and Research
2 yr Associates and 4 yr Bachelors

Contact Information:
Mandy Guinn; mguinn@uttc.edu
https://uttc.edu/environmental-science-research/

Pre-Engineering
2 yr Associates

Contact Information:
Alexa Azure
aazure@uttc.edu
https://uttc.edu/pre-engineering/

Computer Information Technology
2 yr Associates

Contact Information:
Dennis Lowman; dlowman@uttc.edu
https://uttc.edu/computer-information-technology/

Sustainable Agriculture and Food Systems
2 yr Associates

Contact Information:
Brian McGinness; bmcginness@uttc.edu
https://uttc.edu/sustainable-agriculture-and-food-systems/
Interested in Science and Engineering?
You have options!

- Undergraduate degree in a science related field
- Masters degree in a science related field
- Doctorate degree in a science related field
- Work as a Post-Doctorate in a science related field

Possible Job Options
- Survey Technician
- Agricultural Technician
- Environmental Tech
- GIS Technician
- CAD Technician

Possible Job Options
- Tribal Land Manager
- Water Quality Coordinator
- Computer Programmer
- Lab Technician
- Science Teacher
- Entry Level Engineer

Possible Job Options
- Wildlife Biologist
- College Instructor
- Materials Scientist
- STEM Education Specialist

Possible Job Options
- University Professor
- Industry Researcher
- University Engineer

Possible Job Options
- Research Scientist
- Higher Level Professional

**Many other programs and job options exist. Reach out and we will help you navigate your way through. abahnson@uttc.edu**